FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
Tashkurgan, "the stone hill," which, beneath threatening
clouds pierced by snowy peaks, looked superb. A few houses
crouched amidst some poplars at the foot of the hill. This
was the last village in Chinese territory, Ptolemy mentions
it in his description of the road that led from India through
Afghanistan. And in the year 642, Hsuan Tsang, whose
journeyings I had already followed in the Celestial Mountains,
passed through Tashgurkan on his way back to China after
he had accomplished his famous pilgrimage to India.
We stayed in the little house of the aksakal, an Indian who
had been resident in Tashkurgan for thirty years. According
to him, the Turki soldiers who garrisoned the region were
robbers. The people preferred their Chinese predecessors.
But everything was changing. The Chinese amban, who was
a fair-minded man, had just been deprived of his post. (We
had, ourselves, passed the dismissed district administrator at
Kashka Su.)
Four countries almost touched each other at Tashkurgan,
China, India, Afghanistan and Russia. The frontiers were
marked out in 1905 by an international commission dele-
gated to solve the problem of the "incidents95 that frequently
occurred. It was then that the narrow territory of Wakhan
was given to Afghanistan, so that Russia and India should
not adjoin.
In the main street of the village varied races and customs
jostled each other. There were the beardless Chinese in their
booths or behind their cauldrons of soup. There were the
Turkisofthe garrison and there were dark-skinned Indians
in imposing turbans and sometimes in coarse woollen cloaks
for wear in the mountains. At the little inn they baked their
corn pancakes in the covers of saucepans turned upside down
over the fire. One of them had a monkey which I thought
charming until it began to amuse itself by pulling my hair ...
And of course there were native Sarikolis who looked like my
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